ISO 9001:2000 is a distinguished global standard of quality management systems, not only in design and manufacturing, but virtually all aspects of company operations. AERIS and its family of companies are proud of their ISO 9001:2000 certification.

In European markets, certain product categories are required to pass rigorous testing standards. All AERIS products that require testing have surpassed the CE standards.

While every effort was made to ensure that the information contained in this catalog was accurate at the time of printing, designs, features, component parts and colors are all subject to change. The AERIS products in this catalog may be covered by one or more United States patents. AERIS enforces its patented technology actively and will aggressively defend any infringement. No part of this catalog may be reproduced in whole or in part by any medium without the express written consent of AERIS.
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Sapphire waves sweeping across the horizon is breathtaking no matter how many times you’ve seen it. The tropical sunrise refracts off your mask as you steady your gear and await the signal for descent. The smell of salt water laced with the scent of neoprene and hiss of pressurizing tanks somehow calms your anxious nerves...the adventure is here. Are you ready? Whether it’s the Caribbean waters off the coast of Dominica or in your own backyard, a beautiful unknown awaits you.

Engineered by divers, for divers, AERIS dive equipment is capable of handling anything you can throw at it. Put us to the test... we dare you.

Special Thanks:
Dominica Watersports Association
Ft. Young Hotel
Dominica Ministry of Tourism
All Dominica Dive Fest Volunteers & Attendees
Coral™
- No-frame design reduces weight and provides one of the largest fields-of-view
- Extremely low volume design
- Swiveling, easy adjusting buckles
- Ideal for hunters and photographers
- Perfect back-up mask as it folds and fits easily in a BC pocket
- Tempered glass lenses for safety

Europa 3™
- Designed especially for smaller faces
- Low-volume design, with virtually seamless panoramic view
- Hydro-liquid silicone skirt
- Easy-adjust swiveling buckles
- Extremely lightweight and low profile
- Tempered glass lenses

Designed especially for smaller faces.
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Optical Lenses

- Europa 2, Europa 2 Purge and Europa 4 may be easily fitted with stock optical lenses from -1.5 to -8.0 diopters in .5 increments.

Europa 2™
- Extremely low volume design
- Swiveling, easy adjusting buckles
- Tempered glass lenses for safety
- May be easily fitted with optical lenses

Europa 2 Purge™
- High volume purge for easy clearing
- 100% liquid silicone skirt for a positive seal and long life
- Low volume design for better visibility and easier clearing
- Tempered glass lenses for safety
- Easy-to-adjust, swiveling buckles
- Lightweight frame
- May be easily fitted with optical lenses

Europa 4™
- Side windows for increased peripheral vision
- 100% liquid silicone skirt for a positive seal and long life
- Low volume design for better visibility and easier clearing
- Tempered glass lenses for safety
- Easy-to-adjust, swiveling buckles
- Lightweight frame may be easily fitted with optical lenses

Orca™
- One of the widest fields of view available. Generous tear-drop lens design guarantees a great view of your surroundings.
- Highest grade, ultra-soft 100% liquid silicone skirt for a positive seal and long life
- Low volume design for better visibility and easier clearing
- Tempered glass lenses for safety
- Easy-to-adjust, swiveling buckles
- Lightweight, uniquely styled frame
- Tear-drop shaped lens provides unobstructed downward view

Goby™
- Highest grade, ultra-soft 100% liquid silicone skirt for a positive seal and long life
- Low volume design for better visibility and easier clearing
- Tempered glass lenses for safety
- Easy-to-adjust, swiveling buckles
- Lightweight frame
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**Velocity® Duo**

- Patented Nature’s Wing® Propeller Fin Technology
- Overmolded purge valve for easy clearing
- Drop away smooth bore flex mouthpiece
- Quick-release swiveling snorkel keeper
- Replaceable 100% liquid silicone mouthpiece and purge valve

**Cuda Dry**

- The Cuda Dry Snorkel features AERIS’ Patented Dry Snorkel Technology with an automatic valve that seals to keep water out. The Cuda Dry is low profile for comfort and function.
  - Patented Dry Snorkel Technology
  - Oversized purge valve for easy clearing
  - Semi-dry top deflector prevents water entry
  - Drop away smooth bore flex tube
  - Quick-release swiveling snorkel keeper
  - 100% liquid silicone mouthpiece

**Cuda Dry Mini™**

- Featuring the same fine qualities as the Cuda Dry, but with a mouthpiece designed for smaller adults and youths.
  - Low profile semi-dry top
  - Oversized purge valve for easy clearing
  - Drop away smooth bore flex tube
  - Quick-release swiveling snorkel keeper
  - 100% liquid silicone mouthpiece

**File Fish™**

- The File Fish features a semi-dry top and an affordable price tag. A silicone flex barrel and mouthpiece increase comfort.
  - Semi-dry top deflector prevents water entry
  - Drop away smooth bore flex mouthpiece
  - Oversized purge valve for easy clearing

**Tawali™**

- Low profile semi-dry top
- Oversized purge valve for easy clearing
- Drop away smooth bore flex tube
- Quick-release swiveling snorkel keeper
- 100% liquid silicone mouthpiece

**Velocity® XP**

- Speed, comfort, and maneuverability; you can have it all with the Velocity XP. The XP combines the patented design concepts divers have come to expect from AERIS with a new mix of materials that enhance performance and style. Compared to conventional fins, the XP is up to 30% faster and more efficient, with less effort, stress and strain resulting in greater comfort and control.
  - Patented Nature’s Wing® Propeller Fin Technology with three (3) unique material compounds for ultimate performance and light weight
  - Semi-rigid battens and rubber flex channels within the blade precisely control the shape of the blades during the fin stroke to optimize power and reduce drag
  - Overmolded sides add rigidity to the overmolded blades for increased power and efficiency
  - Ergonomically designed fin pocket accommodates virtually all foot sizes and fin styles
  - Angled blade for preferred angle of attack
  - Easy on/off fin strap with thumb loop
  - Easy adjust quick-release buckles

**Cuda Dry Mini™**

- Featuring the same fine qualities as the Cuda Dry, but with a mouthpiece designed for smaller adults and youths.
  - Low profile semi-dry top
  - Oversized purge valve for easy clearing
  - Drop away smooth bore flex tube
  - Quick-release swiveling snorkel keeper
  - 100% liquid silicone mouthpiece

**Cuda Dry™**

- The Cuda Dry Snorkel features AERIS’ Patented Dry Snorkel Technology with an automatic valve that seals to keep water out. The Cuda Dry is low profile for comfort and function.
  - Patented Dry Snorkel Technology
  - Oversized purge valve for easy clearing
  - Semi-dry top deflector prevents water entry
  - Drop away smooth bore flex tube
  - Quick-release swiveling snorkel keeper
  - 100% liquid silicone mouthpiece

**Tawali™**

- Low profile semi-dry top
- Oversized purge valve for easy clearing
- Drop away smooth bore flex tube
- Quick-release swiveling snorkel keeper
- 100% liquid silicone mouthpiece

**File Fish™**

- The File Fish features a semi-dry top and an affordable price tag. A silicone flex barrel and mouthpiece increase comfort.
  - Semi-dry top deflector prevents water entry
  - Drop away smooth bore flex mouthpiece
  - Oversized purge valve for easy clearing

**Tawali™**

- Low profile semi-dry top
- Oversized purge valve for easy clearing
- Drop away smooth bore flex tube
- Quick-release swiveling snorkel keeper
- 100% liquid silicone mouthpiece

**Cuda Dry™**

- The Cuda Dry Snorkel features AERIS’ Patented Dry Snorkel Technology with an automatic valve that seals to keep water out. The Cuda Dry is low profile for comfort and function.
  - Patented Dry Snorkel Technology
  - Oversized purge valve for easy clearing
  - Semi-dry top deflector prevents water entry
  - Drop away smooth bore flex tube
  - Quick-release swiveling snorkel keeper
  - 100% liquid silicone mouthpiece

**Tawali™**

- Low profile semi-dry top
- Oversized purge valve for easy clearing
- Drop away smooth bore flex tube
- Quick-release swiveling snorkel keeper
- 100% liquid silicone mouthpiece

**File Fish™**

- The File Fish features a semi-dry top and an affordable price tag. A silicone flex barrel and mouthpiece increase comfort.
  - Semi-dry top deflector prevents water entry
  - Drop away smooth bore flex mouthpiece
  - Oversized purge valve for easy clearing

**Tawali™**

- Low profile semi-dry top
- Oversized purge valve for easy clearing
- Drop away smooth bore flex tube
- Quick-release swiveling snorkel keeper
- 100% liquid silicone mouthpiece

**File Fish™**

- The File Fish features a semi-dry top and an affordable price tag. A silicone flex barrel and mouthpiece increase comfort.
  - Semi-dry top deflector prevents water entry
  - Drop away smooth bore flex mouthpiece
  - Oversized purge valve for easy clearing

**Tawali™**

- Low profile semi-dry top
- Oversized purge valve for easy clearing
- Drop away smooth bore flex tube
- Quick-release swiveling snorkel keeper
- 100% liquid silicone mouthpiece

**File Fish™**

- The File Fish features a semi-dry top and an affordable price tag. A silicone flex barrel and mouthpiece increase comfort.
  - Semi-dry top deflector prevents water entry
  - Drop away smooth bore flex mouthpiece
  - Oversized purge valve for easy clearing

**Tawali™**

- Low profile semi-dry top
- Oversized purge valve for easy clearing
- Drop away smooth bore flex tube
- Quick-release swiveling snorkel keeper
- 100% liquid silicone mouthpiece

**File Fish™**

- The File Fish features a semi-dry top and an affordable price tag. A silicone flex barrel and mouthpiece increase comfort.
  - Semi-dry top deflector prevents water entry
  - Drop away smooth bore flex mouthpiece
  - Oversized purge valve for easy clearing
**Mako™**
- Flexible center channel accelerates water over the blade for improved efficiency
- High Performance Vents™ reduce stress while accelerating water over the blade
- Oversized blade produces increased thrust and propulsion
- Generous, yet streamlined foot pocket fits a wide range of boot styles
- Extended rubberized toe provides increased performance and range of motion
- Easy adjust quick-release buckles

**Velocity® Full-Foot**
- Power Enhancing Vents (PEV's) reduces leg stress and promotes uptake
- Advanced composite materials for ideal flex and memory
- Ergonomically designed foot pocket in 7 sizes
- Small and lightweight (only 2.5 lbs per pair) full foot version of our popular Velocity fins

**Manta™ Boot**
- Open double-glued and blind stitched neoprene construction for longevity and reduced water flow
- Molded sole with non-slip tread
- Heavy-duty corrosion-proof zipper
- Hook and loop zipper stop
- Waterproof interior zipper flap

**Velocity®**
- Power Enhancing Vents (PEV's) reduces leg stress and increase velocity
- Advanced composite materials for ideal flex and memory
- Generous, yet streamlined foot pocket fits a wide range of boot styles
- Easy adjust quick-release buckles

**Rio™ 2mm Shorty**
- 5-Point Skin-in Neoprene Seals (arms, legs, and neck) to reduce water flushing
- Reeflex Super-Stretch Neoprene panels in shoulders and lumbar area (male) and hips and bust (female) for ultimate comfort and ease of donning
- High-density neoprene in torso, legs and arms for uncompromising compression resistance for warmth and long use life
- Adjustable collar for reduced water entry and comfort
- Anti-slip shoulder pads

**Rio™ .5mm**
- Straps and thumb loops make donning a snap when layering under a thicker suit
- Adjustable collar for reduced water entry and comfort
- Anti-slip shoulder pads

**Rio™ 3/2mm**
- 5-Point Skin-in Neoprene Seals (arms, legs, and neck) to reduce water flushing
- Reeflex Super-Stretch Neoprene panels in shoulders and lumbar area (male) and hips and bust (female) for ultimate comfort and ease of donning
- High-density neoprene in torso, legs and arms for uncompromising compression resistance for warmth and long use life
- Adjustable collar for reduced water entry and comfort
- Anti-slip shoulder pads

**Manta™ Boot**
- Open double-glued and blind stitched neoprene construction for longevity and reduced water flow
- Molded sole with non-slip tread
- Heavy-duty corrosion-proof zipper
- Hook and loop zipper stop
- Waterproof interior zipper flap

**Velocity®**
- Power Enhancing Vents (PEV's) reduces leg stress and increase velocity
- Advanced composite materials for ideal flex and memory
- Generous, yet streamlined foot pocket fits a wide range of boot styles
- Easy adjust quick-release buckles

**Manta™ Boot**
- Open double-glued and blind stitched neoprene construction for longevity and reduced water flow
- Molded sole with non-slip tread
- Heavy-duty corrosion-proof zipper
- Hook and loop zipper stop
- Waterproof interior zipper flap

**Velocity® Full-Foot**
- Power Enhancing Vents (PEV's) reduces leg stress and promotes uptake
- Advanced composite materials for ideal flex and memory
- Ergonomically designed foot pocket in 7 sizes
- Small and lightweight (only 2.5 lbs per pair) full foot version of our popular Velocity fins

**Manta™ Boot**
- Open double-glued and blind stitched neoprene construction for longevity and reduced water flow
- Molded sole with non-slip tread
- Heavy-duty corrosion-proof zipper
- Hook and loop zipper stop
- Waterproof interior zipper flap

**Velocity®**
- Power Enhancing Vents (PEV's) reduces leg stress and increase velocity
- Advanced composite materials for ideal flex and memory
- Generous, yet streamlined foot pocket fits a wide range of boot styles
- Easy adjust quick-release buckles
DVT (DRY VALVE TECHNOLOGY) All AERIS Regulators may be equipped with DVT, a fully automatic valve that protects your first stage regulator’s internal components from environmental contamination such as dirt, dust, sand, spray, dripping and pooled water, or even a “flash flood” in a rinse tank. DVT improves performance and reduces service costs associated with corrosion of critical internal components, bacteria, hose deterioration, and damaged gauges and computers.

AT400 ION™
The heart of our new mini breathing machine is the natural, almost effortless performance of the pneumatically balanced demand valve. This highly responsive design provides a high volume of airflow with even the slightest inhalation effort, making it seem nearly effortless to breathe at any depth. All in a second stage barely wider than the mouthpiece!
- Pneumatically balanced second stage automatically maintains inhalation effort throughout the dive
- Diver adjustable inhalation effort
- Adjustable Venturi Switch for Dive/Pre-Dive Adjustment
- Nitrox compatible to 40%
- Patented orthodontic mouthpiece with high density bit tabs.

AT400 DVT First Stage™
- High performance over-balanced first stage provides progressively greater intermediate pressure as depth and gas density increases for superior gas delivery under the most extreme conditions
- Equipped with DVT (Dry Valve Technology)
- Environmental Kit seals the ambient chamber to prevent freezing and contaminant intrusion

AT400 Pro™
- Pneumatically balanced
- Diver adjustable inhalation effort
- Adjustable Venturi switch
- Nitrox compatible to 40%
- Patented Orthodontic Mouthpiece for comfort and reduced jaw fatigue

AT400 DVT First Stage™
- High performance over-balanced first stage provides progressively greater intermediate pressure as depth and gas density increases for superior gas delivery under the most extreme conditions
- Equipped with DVT (Dry Valve Technology)
- Environmental Kit seals the ambient chamber to prevent freezing and contaminant intrusion
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The AERIS ADVANTAGE Program provides free standard replacement parts for your AERIS regulator for as long as you own it. The program includes all AERIS first stages and second stages. Register your regulator online with AERIS, and you are automatically enrolled in the program.

AT400 Sport™
- Adjustable Venturi switch
- Nitrox compatible to 40%
- Patented Orthodontic Mouthpiece for comfort and reduced jaw fatigue

AT400 DVT First Stage™
- High performance over-reduced first stage provides progressively greater intermediate pressure as depth and gas density increase for superior gas delivery under the most adverse conditions
- Equipped w/DVT (Dry Valve Technology)
- Environmental Kit seals the critical chamber to prevent freezing and condensation intrusion

A1™
- The best price-to-performance ratio in its class
- Designed to perform to the U.S. Navy’s Class A standard at 198 feet
- Unmatched reliability and easy maintenance
- Patented Orthodontic Mouthpiece for comfort and reduced jaw fatigue

A1 First Stage™
- Flow by pressure first stage exceeds European CE performance standards and outperforms every competitive regulator in its class
- Nitrox compatible to 80%
- Optional DVT (Dry valve technology)

Air Link Octo Inflator™
- Easily add to any AERIS BC in minutes, or purchase installed with a new BC for additional savings
- Compact, integrated design eliminates the bulk of a traditional octopus and hose
- Alarm in the swivel or an emergency pull handle that is simply used. The Air Link is always right where you need it.
- Ergonomic design for ease of use
- Optional inboard pull handle provides versatility of BC, while the Air Link is in use

Gyro Octo™
- The Gyro Octo is ultra-compact to reduce drag in the water.
- Gyro switch and control, allowing the diver to easily facilitate air sharing should the situation arise.
- Ambidextrous design allows left or right hand mounting
- May be used upside down for additional safety in an emergency air supply
- Less streamrolled and thus reducing drag and weight on other equipment
- High visibility front cover and hose
- Nitrox compatible to 40%

A1 Octo™
- Built to withstand dive store rental departments, the A1 Octo is rugged yet lightweight and streamlined.
- Conventional second stage without diver adjustment
- Lightweight
- Nitrox compatible to 80%
- Regulator and dependable

Lifetime Parts Replacement Program
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Discover truly “Hands-Free Diving” with the new CompuMask. The CompuMask contains a full-featured, hoseless air-integrated dive computer – within your mask! This revolutionary Digital Optic System provides a clear, highly magnified image of the LCD so that it may be seen clearly by the vast majority of people, regardless of vision.

- **Air, Nitrox, Gauge and Free Diving Modes**
- **Allows “Hands-Free Diving” for greater convenience, enjoyment, and safety during the dive**
- **Hoseless Air Integrated Technology with patented Air Time Remaining Algorithm**
- **Audible Alarms with User Acknowledgment**
- **Adjustable backlight intensity may be set on the surface or underwater, allowing the user to fine-tune display so that it is easily readable, yet not distracting**
- **Advanced User Settings & Options**
- **Diver Replaceable Batteries**

Package includes: CompuMask, Transmitter, Batteries, Protective Case, USB PC Interface Cable and Software, Operating Manual, QuickStart Guide (CD), Laminated Review Card, McNett® MicroNet™ Towel, Sea Buff™ Pre-Cleaner and Sea Gold™ Anti-fog
The MANTA is a powerful and versatile new sports watch, ideal for divers, free divers and those that just want to look like one. A unique combination of quality, function and style, the MANTA reflects on all areas of SCUBA, a backup for any of our other Dive Computer models.

- Air, Nitrox, Gauge and Free Dive Modes
- Audible Alarms with User Acknowledgment
- Adjustable safety stop time and depth
- Backlighting
- ACI™ PC Download and Settings Upload Software
- Software and USB V2 Cable
- Diver-Replaceable Battery™

ATMOS® ai
- Air time and no-deco/deco time remaining display
- Patented Air Time Remaining algorithm provides extremely accurate Time based on current depth and your personal air consumption
- Air time programmable to 100% O2
- Optional ACI™ PC Download and Settings Upload Software and USB Cable
- Water and manual activation
- Safety 30 min countdown timer
- Audible and visual alarms
- Diver-Replaceable Battery™
- Shown with optional Compass and Quick Disconnect

Elite T3™
- Hoseless Air Integrated Technology
- Air, Nitrox, Gauge and Free Dive Modes
- Switch between up to 3 independent transmitters, tracking 3 Nitrox mixes to 100% O2
- Buddy Pressure Check™
- Adjustable safety stop time and depth
- Backlighting
- ACI™ PC Download and Settings Upload Software and USB V2 Cable included (complete unit with Wireless Transmitter only)
- Diver-Replaceable Battery™

Epic™
- Switch between up to 3 independent wireless transmitters, tracking 3 Nitrox mixes to 100% O2
- Buddy Pressure Check™
- Mineral glass lens
- Advanced watch features including automatic time and date, 24 hour display, depth, trim, air remaining, air consumption rate, and air remaining
- Audible Alarms with Alarm Acknowledgment™
- Alphanumeric display
- Adjustable safety stop time and depth
- Dedicated Free Dive Mode calculates and tracks Nitrogen Tissue Loading allowing users to alternate between SCUBA and Free Diving
- ACI™ PC Download and Settings Upload Software and USB Cable included
- Diver-Replaceable Battery™

Manta™
- The MANTA is a powerful and versatile new sports watch, ideal for divers, free divers and those that just want to look like one. A unique combination of quality, function and style, the MANTA reflects on all areas of SCUBA, a backup for any of our other Dive Computer models.
- Air, Nitrox, Gauge and Free Dive Modes
- Audible Alarms with User Acknowledgment
- Adjustable safety stop time and depth
- Backlighting
- ACI™ PC Download and Settings Upload Software and USB V2 Cable
- Diver-Replaceable Battery™

Wireless Transmitter
XR-2™
- Air, Nitrox or Gauge Modes
- Advanced user settings and options
- Optional ACI™ PC Download and Settings Upload Software and USB Cable
- Comfortable 360° rotation provided during a dive with a press of a button
- Backlight
- Water and manual activation
- Safety stop count-down timer
- Audible alarm with flashing LED warning light
- Diver Replaceable Battery™

XR-1 Nx™
- Air and Nitrox operating mode
- Water and manual activation
- Variable ascent rate indicator
- Diver Replaceable Battery™
- Comfortable 360° rotation provided during a dive with a press of a button
- Water and manual activation
- Safety stop count-down timer
- XR Series computers available in module, wrist mount and 2 or 3 gauge console configurations.

XR-1 MaxDepth Gauge™
- The XR-1 MaxDepth Gauge is one of the most dependable instruments around for divers who are just starting out or don’t feel they need the advanced features of a Dive Computer just yet.
- Contemporary, easy to read dial design
- Maximum depth indicator
- Thermometer
- Round, double sided
- Large, luminous gauge face
- Metric versions available.

ACI PC Interface
ACI PC Interface allows you to easily transfer Dive Computer to your PC via a plug-in USB cable. In addition to detailed dive analytics, ACI PC Interface also allows you to quickly and easily set all of your Dive Computer settings and options directly through your PC.

XR Series computers available in module, wrist mount and 2 or 3 gauge console configurations.

XR-2™
- Air, Nitrox or Gauge Modes
- Advanced user settings and options
- Optional ACI™ PC Download and Settings Upload Software and USB Cable
- Comfortable 360° rotation provided during a dive with a press of a button
- Backlight
- Water and manual activation
- Safety stop count-down timer
- Audible alarm with flashing LED warning light
- Diver Replaceable Battery™

XR-1 MaxDepth Gauge™
- The XR-1 MaxDepth Gauge is one of the most dependable instruments around for divers who are just starting out or don’t feel they need the advanced features of a Dive Computer just yet.
- Contemporary, easy to read dial design
- Maximum depth indicator
- Thermometer
- Round, double sided
- Large, luminous gauge face
- Metric versions available.

XR-1 Pressure Gauge™
- The XR Pressure Gauge is an accurate and reliable submersible pressure gauge rated to 5,000 psi.
- Backlight
- Water and manual activation
- Safety stop count-down timer
- Audible alarm with flashing LED warning light
- Nitrox compatible to 50% O₂
- Readings to 5,000 psi

XR Compass™
Large, easy to read bearing indicators on our extremely bright luminescent floating card make quick work of navigation, especially in limited visibility.
- Compass design ensures quick response and smooth movement
- Top or side reading
- High visibility, durable dial
- Large reflecting index
- Diver replaceable, metric version
- X1 Compass™ Mount or Hose mount available.

XR-1 Pressure Gauge™
- The XR Pressure Gauge is an accurate and reliable submersible pressure gauge rated to 5,000 psi.
- Backlight
- Water and manual activation
- Safety stop count-down timer
- Audible alarm with flashing LED warning light
- Nitrox compatible to 50% O₂
- Readings to 5,000 psi

XR Compass™
Large, easy to read bearing indicators on our extremely bright luminescent floating card make quick work of navigation, especially in limited visibility.
- Compass design ensures quick response and smooth movement
- Top or side reading
- High visibility, durable dial
- Large reflecting index
- Diver replaceable, metric version
- X1 Compass™ Mount or Hose mount available.

XR-1 Pressure Gauge™
- The XR Pressure Gauge is an accurate and reliable submersible pressure gauge rated to 5,000 psi.
- Backlight
- Water and manual activation
- Safety stop count-down timer
- Audible alarm with flashing LED warning light
- Nitrox compatible to 50% O₂
- Readings to 5,000 psi

XR Compass™
Large, easy to read bearing indicators on our extremely bright luminescent floating card make quick work of navigation, especially in limited visibility.
- Compass design ensures quick response and smooth movement
- Top or side reading
- High visibility, durable dial
- Large reflecting index
- Diver replaceable, metric version
- X1 Compass™ Mount or Hose mount available.

XR-1 Pressure Gauge™
- The XR Pressure Gauge is an accurate and reliable submersible pressure gauge rated to 5,000 psi.
- Backlight
- Water and manual activation
- Safety stop count-down timer
- Audible alarm with flashing LED warning light
- Nitrox compatible to 50% O₂
- Readings to 5,000 psi

XR Compass™
Large, easy to read bearing indicators on our extremely bright luminescent floating card make quick work of navigation, especially in limited visibility.
- Compass design ensures quick response and smooth movement
- Top or side reading
- High visibility, durable dial
- Large reflecting index
- Diver replaceable, metric version
- X1 Compass™ Mount or Hose mount available.

XR-1 Pressure Gauge™
- The XR Pressure Gauge is an accurate and reliable submersible pressure gauge rated to 5,000 psi.
- Backlight
- Water and manual activation
- Safety stop count-down timer
- Audible alarm with flashing LED warning light
- Nitrox compatible to 50% O₂
- Readings to 5,000 psi

XR Compass™
Large, easy to read bearing indicators on our extremely bright luminescent floating card make quick work of navigation, especially in limited visibility.
- Compass design ensures quick response and smooth movement
- Top or side reading
- High visibility, durable dial
- Large reflecting index
- Diver replaceable, metric version
- X1 Compass™ Mount or Hose mount available.

XR-1 Pressure Gauge™
- The XR Pressure Gauge is an accurate and reliable submersible pressure gauge rated to 5,000 psi.
- Backlight
- Water and manual activation
- Safety stop count-down timer
- Audible alarm with flashing LED warning light
- Nitrox compatible to 50% O₂
- Readings to 5,000 psi

XR Compass™
Large, easy to read bearing indicators on our extremely bright luminescent floating card make quick work of navigation, especially in limited visibility.
- Compass design ensures quick response and smooth movement
- Top or side reading
- High visibility, durable dial
- Large reflecting index
- Diver replaceable, metric version
- X1 Compass™ Mount or Hose mount available.

XR-1 Pressure Gauge™
- The XR Pressure Gauge is an accurate and reliable submersible pressure gauge rated to 5,000 psi.
- Backlight
- Water and manual activation
- Safety stop count-down timer
- Audible alarm with flashing LED warning light
- Nitrox compatible to 50% O₂
- Readings to 5,000 psi

XR Compass™
Large, easy to read bearing indicators on our extremely bright luminescent floating card make quick work of navigation, especially in limited visibility.
- Compass design ensures quick response and smooth movement
- Top or side reading
- High visibility, durable dial
- Large reflecting index
- Diver replaceable, metric version
- X1 Compass™ Mount or Hose mount available.

XR-1 Pressure Gauge™
- The XR Pressure Gauge is an accurate and reliable submersible pressure gauge rated to 5,000 psi.
- Backlight
- Water and manual activation
- Safety stop count-down timer
- Audible alarm with flashing LED warning light
- Nitrox compatible to 50% O₂
- Readings to 5,000 psi

XR Compass™
Large, easy to read bearing indicators on our extremely bright luminescent floating card make quick work of navigation, especially in limited visibility.
- Compass design ensures quick response and smooth movement
- Top or side reading
- High visibility, durable dial
- Large reflecting index
- Diver replaceable, metric version
- X1 Compass™ Mount or Hose mount available.

XR-1 Pressure Gauge™
- The XR Pressure Gauge is an accurate and reliable submersible pressure gauge rated to 5,000 psi.
- Backlight
- Water and manual activation
- Safety stop count-down timer
- Audible alarm with flashing LED warning light
- Nitrox compatible to 50% O₂
- Readings to 5,000 psi

XR Compass™
Large, easy to read bearing indicators on our extremely bright luminescent floating card make quick work of navigation, especially in limited visibility.
- Compass design ensures quick response and smooth movement
- Top or side reading
- High visibility, durable dial
- Large reflecting index
- Diver replaceable, metric version
- X1 Compass™ Mount or Hose mount available.

XR-1 Pressure Gauge™
- The XR Pressure Gauge is an accurate and reliable submersible pressure gauge rated to 5,000 psi.
- Backlight
- Water and manual activation
- Safety stop count-down timer
- Audible alarm with flashing LED warning light
- Nitrox compatible to 50% O₂
- Readings to 5,000 psi

XR Compass™
Large, easy to read bearing indicators on our extremely bright luminescent floating card make quick work of navigation, especially in limited visibility.
- Compass design ensures quick response and smooth movement
- Top or side reading
- High visibility, durable dial
- Large reflecting index
- Diver replaceable, metric version
- X1 Compass™ Mount or Hose mount available.

XR-1 Pressure Gauge™
- The XR Pressure Gauge is an accurate and reliable submersible pressure gauge rated to 5,000 psi.
- Backlight
- Water and manual activation
- Safety stop count-down timer
- Audible alarm with flashing LED warning light
- Nitrox compatible to 50% O₂
- Readings to 5,000 psi

XR Compass™
Large, easy to read bearing indicators on our extremely bright luminescent floating card make quick work of navigation, especially in limited visibility.
- Compass design ensures quick response and smooth movement
- Top or side reading
- High visibility, durable dial
- Large reflecting index
- Diver replaceable, metric version
- X1 Compass™ Mount or Hose mount available.

XR-1 Pressure Gauge™
- The XR Pressure Gauge is an accurate and reliable submersible pressure gauge rated to 5,000 psi.
- Backlight
- Water and manual activation
- Safety stop count-down timer
- Audible alarm with flashing LED warning light
- Nitrox compatible to 50% O₂
- Readings to 5,000 psi

XR Compass™
Large, easy to read bearing indicators on our extremely bright luminescent floating card make quick work of navigation, especially in limited visibility.
- Compass design ensures quick response and smooth movement
- Top or side reading
- High visibility, durable dial
- Large reflecting index
- Diver replaceable, metric version
- X1 Compass™ Mount or Hose mount available.
HYBRID BLADDER COMBINES THE BENEFITS OF BOTH REAR INFLATION AND JACKET STYLE BCs
• Cordura® construction for unsurpassed durability and fade resistance
• QLR Weight System easily accommodates up to 20 lbs. of weight plus dual 5 lbs. rear weight pouches for improved in-water positioning
• Streamlined contoured shoulder straps
• Padded backpack with carry handle, tank positioning strap and padded lumbar support
• Large zippered pockets
• Integrated instrument retractor mount and Silver Jack® BC Knife Mounting grommets (retractor and Silver Jack Knife not included)
• Available with optional Air Link Octo Inflator

Women’s-Specific Design
• Patented Custom Fit Harness™ with multi-position shoulder strap that delivers individual comfort for women of all sizes
• Cordura® construction for unsurpassed durability and fade resistance
• Contoured in all the right areas for added comfort
• QLR Integrated Weight System accommodates up to 20 lbs. plus dual 5 lbs. rear weight pouches for improved in-water positioning
• Weights are loaded at a slight downward angle to aid self-loading
• Reinforced shoulders, padded backpack, and adjustable position sternum strap ensure comfort and stability
• Pre-bent welded stainless steel d-rings
• Integrated instrument retractor mount and Silver Jack® BC Knife Mounting grommets (retractor and Silver Jack Knife not included)
• Available with optional Air Link Octo Inflator

Patented (USA) Torso Height Adjustment U.S. Patent No. 6,120,213

www.DiveAERIS.com
BC Accessory Kit
Our BC Accessory Pack includes a Silver Jack BC Knife, Vision 4C hand light, two retractors, and a convenient mesh carry bag.

BC Utility Pocket
May be mounted on any AERIS BC with Accessory Mounting Grommets.
Roller Duffel™
- Large selected duffel style bag with 2 positions retractable handle
- Ballistic nylon construction with reinforced wear areas
- Self-healing YKK® zippers with pull tabs
- Large zippered compartment with oversized fin pockets
- Dimensions: 26" x 15" x 15"

Mesh Backpack™
- Mesh construction is lightweight and allows easy gear rinsing and drying
- Backpack features padded shoulder straps and dusting closure
- Internal semi-dry pocket
- Dimensions: 20" x 10" x 10"

Nomad Wheeled Carry-On™
- Carry-on a full set of warm water gear
- All-terrain wheels are ultra-durable and make easy work of stairs, curbs and other obstacles
- Fin cinch-down straps accommodate full-foot or adjustable fins
- Hide-away backpack straps
- Telescoping handle zips away when not in use
- Rubberized carrying handle
- Luggage tag
- External organizer pocket ideal for travel documents
- Dimensions: 20" x 18" x 10"

Roller™
- All-terrain wheels are ultra-durable and make easy work of stairs, curbs, and other obstacles
- Ballistic nylon construction with reinforced wear areas
- 2-Position Telescoping Handle zips away when not in use
- Large self-healing YKK® zippers with pull tabs
- Internal compartments protect and organize smaller items
- Includes Regulator Bag
- Dimensions: 26" x 23" x 15

Deluxe Regulator Bag™
- Includes removable shoulder strap and luggage tag
- Exterior pocket
- Dimensions: 12" x 12" x 4"

Regulator Bag™
- Includes padded instrument sleeve
- Dimensions: 12" x 12" x 4"

Mesh Backpack™
- Mesh construction is lightweight and allows easy gear rinsing and drying
- Backpack features padded shoulder straps and dusting closure
- Internal semi-dry pocket
- Dimensions: 20" x 10" x 10"

Roller™
- All-terrain wheels are ultra-durable and make easy work of stairs, curbs, and other obstacles
- Ballistic nylon construction with reinforced wear areas
- 2-Position Telescoping Handle zips away when not in use
- Large self-healing YKK® zippers with pull tabs
- Internal compartments protect and organize smaller items
- Includes Regulator Bag
- Dimensions: 26" x 23" x 15